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Criminology Part 2



AC1.1 Compare criminal behaviour and deviance

Content Amplification

Criminal behaviour

• social definition

• legal definition

• formal sanctions against criminals

• variety of criminal acts

Deviance

• norms, moral codes and values

• informal and formal sanctions against

deviance

• forms of deviance

Learners should have understanding of

how criminality and deviance is defined, ie:

• Acts that are considered criminal

• Acts that are considered deviant

• Acts that are both criminal and deviant, and

• the implications of committing a criminal 

and/or deviant act.



What is a 
crime?

Actus non facit reum nisi mens sit 
rea

In English law, for a crime to be 
committed, there must be two 
components: 

Actus Reus - the ‘guilty’ act,  and,

Mens Rea- the ‘guilty’ mind (the intent) 
=  A crime has been committed



Both must be 
present for a 
crime to exist



What is the difference 
between crime & deviance?

• Do these words mean the same thing?

• If not, how do they differ?

Discuss and write down in groups



A crime is…

• An act of behaviour 
that breaks the 
formal, written laws
of a given society

• Formal sanctions 
received

• Actus reus, mens rea

Deviance is…

• Behaviour that does not 
conform to the dominant 
norms of a specific 
society

• It involves the breaking of 
social rules and results in 
informal sanctions

Deviant 

behaviour

Key Definitions

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://blog.wabbadabba.com/wp-content/uploads/2007/12/police.jpg&imgrefurl=http://blog.wabbadabba.com/?cat%3D8&usg=__nWU7gxYTeoIQP7i0ECzavyzbXgA=&h=1200&w=800&sz=483&hl=en&start=6&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=Nc0QcUrds8fdpM:&tbnh=150&tbnw=100&prev=/images?q%3Dpolice%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26tbs%3Disch:1
http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://blog.wabbadabba.com/wp-content/uploads/2007/12/police.jpg&imgrefurl=http://blog.wabbadabba.com/?cat%3D8&usg=__nWU7gxYTeoIQP7i0ECzavyzbXgA=&h=1200&w=800&sz=483&hl=en&start=6&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=Nc0QcUrds8fdpM:&tbnh=150&tbnw=100&prev=/images?q%3Dpolice%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26tbs%3Disch:1


What is this 
sound?

• Close your eyes – no cheating – listen, and 
decide…

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bKCIFXqhL
zo

• When do you use it?

• Is it normal ?

• Is it legal ?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bKCIFXqhLzo


Vuvuzela -
The vuvuzela has been the subject of controversy when used 
by spectators at football matches. Its high sound pressure 
levels at close range can lead to permanent hearing loss for 
unprotected ears after exposure. It is now banned in some 
sports grounds and areas.

• SO IS USING ONE OF THESE CRIMINAL OR DEVIANT?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hearing_loss


Secondary Deviance 

• Secondary deviance. ... A sociological concept 
(which is a way of explaining something) 

• Introduced by Lemert, who argued that 
primary deviance is engaging in the initial act 
of deviance

• Lemert also suggested that secondary deviance is 
the further deviance that is the result of being 
given a deviant identity, i.e. such as being 
‘labelled’ by society as a ‘troublemaker’. 
Individual then lives up to the label by causing 
trouble



Criminal or deviant?

Acts Criminal Deviant Both

Stealing a bottle of milk from a 
doorstep

Taking paper clips home from 
work

Crossing a pedestrian crossing 
when the ‘red man’ is displayed

Keeping money you have been 
given in error in your change in a 
supermarket

Exceeding the speed limit by 
5mph



When would these be crimes?

Thus:  ‘We’, who make up the ‘social’ in any given society, define the rules 
we wish to live by in our local, national and global ‘society’; therefore they 
are ‘socially defined rules’



Our socially defined behaviour:

The Social setting - includes:

• Time

• Place

• Social situation

• Culture

• When we break those rules, we run the risk of 
sanctions (formal or informal)

Depends upon:



Time alters our view

Suicide used to be 
illegal in the UK, 
punishable by the 
death penalty!



Time

In Victorian England rich houses 

used to cover the ankles of table 

legs to stop them looking too

sexy.



Time

• The ‘context’ that a behaviour occurs in, determines if it is 
seen as deviant or not.

• Crime and deviance are defined in relation to certain 

standards in cultures at different moments in 
time.

• No standards are fixed forever!  This can work both ways –
“Have a drink, have a drive, go out and see what you can find”. 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://productionsdriwa.com/images/Mungo-Jerry.jpg&imgrefurl=http://productionsdriwa.com/Oldies.htm&usg=__kuW9duco6rICR8c4LEwQ8_kK238=&h=709&w=709&sz=42&hl=en&start=6&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=Gruo1TGsDOuOKM:&tbnh=140&tbnw=140&prev=/images?q%3Dmungo%2Bjerry%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26tbs%3Disch:1
http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://productionsdriwa.com/images/Mungo-Jerry.jpg&imgrefurl=http://productionsdriwa.com/Oldies.htm&usg=__kuW9duco6rICR8c4LEwQ8_kK238=&h=709&w=709&sz=42&hl=en&start=6&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=Gruo1TGsDOuOKM:&tbnh=140&tbnw=140&prev=/images?q%3Dmungo%2Bjerry%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26tbs%3Disch:1


Place: Cross-Cultural Evidence

In Switzerland 

assisting someone to 

die is not a criminal

offence.



Place:  Cross Cultural Evidence

In the USA it is 

acceptable/legal for people to carry guns

…but not in the UK.



Culture

https://www.google.com/search?q=in+which+countire
s+is+homosexuality+illegal&rlz=1C1GCEU_en-
GBGB821GB821&oq=in+which+countires+is+homos
exuality+illegal&aqs=chrome..69i57.12935j0j7&sour
ceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8&surl=1&safe=active

Global figures
At least 1,032 people were executed in 23 countries in 
2016. In 2015 Amnesty International recorded 1,634 
executions in 25 countries worldwide - a historical spike 
unmatched since 1989.

Most executions took place in China, Iran, Saudi Arabia, 
Iraq and Pakistan – in that order.

China remained the world’s top executioner – but the 
true extent of the use of the death penalty in China is 
unknown as this data is considered a state secret; 
Excluding China, 87% of all executions took place in just 
four countries – Iran, Saudi Arabia, Iraq and Pakistan.

For the first time since 2006, the USA was not one of the 
five biggest executioners, falling to seventh behind Egypt. 
The 20 executions in the USA was the lowest in the 
country since 1991.

https://www.google.com/search?q=in+which+countires+is+homosexuality+illegal&rlz=1C1GCEU_en-GBGB821GB821&oq=in+which+countires+is+homosexuality+illegal&aqs=chrome..69i57.12935j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8&surl=1&safe=active


Culture

What is appropriate dress for men, women and 
children differs around the world.



Social situation

Is it acceptable 
to 
laugh at 
funerals? 
Further 
examples?



Deviance is 
socially 
defined…

Time..

‘when an act takes 
place’

• time of the day

• in history

•drinking alcohol at 8am

•July 2007 – Smoking banned 

in public places

•1974 USA – being gay was 
no longer illegal

Social situation..

‘the context in which 
an act takes place’

• flag waving at a funeral

• laughing in an exam

Culture..

‘different cultures 
have different 
expectations of 
appropriate 
behaviour’

• use of cannabis in many Arab states is 
legal when alcohol use is not

Place..

‘ where the act 
takes place’

• nudity in public/ 

private

• killing in wartime



Where are the following acts normal(ish) ?  

Settings Acts

Assembly

On a beach

Classroom

During war

At the dinner table

At a party

A place of religious 
worship

A Sporting event

Shouting 

Nudity  

Eating  

Kissing 

Breaking someone’s nose

Claiming to be Elvis Presley

Shooting someone

Drinking alcohol

Playing a vuvuzela



Where are the following acts deviant?  

Settings Acts

Assembly

On a beach

Classroom

During war

At the dinner table

At a party

A place of religious 
worship

A Sporting event

Shouting 

Nudity  

Eating  

Kissing 

Breaking someone’s nose

Claiming to be Elvis Presley

Shooting someone

Drinking alcohol

Playing a vuvuzela



Quiz: 1.1/1.2

1. What are the definitions of actus reus and mens
rea?

2. Give an example of something that is considered 
deviant now but was not in the past.

3. What is a  crime in other countries but not ours



1Admired Behaviour - An example of deviance that might be considered as "good" or "admirable" 

behaviour (whilst also breaking social norms) might be something like heroism - the saving of the life of 

another person whilst putting your own life in great danger, for example.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsOkiwAqzxw
http://time.com/3809688/tank-man-iconic-tiananmen-photo/

2Odd Behaviour - Many forms of behaviour - whilst not being criminal - are frequently considered to be 

somehow "odd" or "different" to normal behaviour. These forms of deviance range from such things as 

outlandish modes of dress, through mildly eccentric forms of behaviour (the person who shares their house 

with 50 cats, for example), to outright madness.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRIA0aKcFhI

3Bad Behaviour - Deviant behaviour in this category tends to be restricted to law-breaking or criminal 

behaviour that in some way is seen as being something more than simply outlandish or eccentric. 

Depending upon the time and place, forms of behaviour in this category might include crimes of violence, 

crimes against property and so forth.

3 Types of deviance

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsOkiwAqzxw
http://time.com/3809688/tank-man-iconic-tiananmen-photo/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRIA0aKcFhI


It’s been taken that a person is guilty if they are proved to be culpable or blameworthy in 
both thought and action. That’s the general difference between murder and manslaughter.

You could hit and kill someone whilst driving, but if you didn’t intend to kill them, it is 
manslaughter.  If it’s proven that you jumped into your car fully intending to run down 
some poor victim, then you’re a murderer.

So we know generally you must intend a crime to be guilty of it BUT even if an 

actus reus & mens rea are present a person may not be guilty if they have a legal 

defence!

Insanity & (Diminished Responsibility, only for murder)

Self-defence 

In law a crime must have: Actus Reus = guilty act Mens Rea = guilty mind



Defences
Capacity defences of 

insanity and intoxication

Insanity



M’Naghten 1843
• Daniel M’Naghten had become so obsessed with 

the then Prime Minister, Robert Peel, that he 
decided to shoot him.  

• Instead, he missed and shot and killed the Prime 
Minister’s secretary, Edward Drummond.

• He was found to be suffering from extreme 
paranoia, and was found not guilty by reason of 
insanity.



M’Naghten Rules

• Devised by the House of Lords following the 
M’Naghten case due to public outcry.

• Defendant should be presumed sane unless, at the 
time of the offence, he can prove he was:

- labouring under such a defect of reason

- caused by a disease of the mind

- so that he did not know either the nature and quality 
of the act or, if he did know it, that he didn’t know what 
he was doing was wrong.



Defect of Reason

• The Courts have stated that there needs to be a 
complete absence of the power to reason.  
Absentmindedness or confusion are not sufficient.

• Clarke 1972

• Woman accused of theft, said she was acting 
absentmindedly due to depression and diabetes.  
Court said the rules do not apply to those who retain 
the power to reason, but don’t use it in moments of 
confusion or absentmindedness.





• Example of Insanity Defence:

• Lorena Bobbitt

Lorena and John Bobbitt were a young couple from Virginia. John had a history of mentally 
and sexually abusing Lorena throughout their marriage. On June 23th 1993, John arrived 
home highly inebriated and proceeded to rape Lorena. After the incident, Lorena stepped into 
the kitchen for a drink of water and saw a carving knife on the counter. This evoked memories 
of the years of domestic abuse that has been taking place. Lorena then walked back into the 
bedroom where John was sleeping and “cut off almost half of his penis” with the knife. With 
the severed penis in hand, Lorena left the apartment, drove to a field and threw it away. 
Finally, she made the call to 911 in which a team then searched for the genitalia and was able 
to recover it. John was taken to the hospital and his penis was able to be surgically reattached. 

During the trial, Lorena revealed the details of their marriage and the domestic abuse. Her 
defence claimed that she was suffering from clinical depression from it causing her to wound 
her husband. The jury deliberated and Lorena was acquitted of her charges due to temporary 
insanity and could not be held responsible for her actions. She was however ordered to go 
under psychiatric evaluation for 45 days and was released thereafter. In the aftermath of the 
much publicized trial, she appeared on the Oprah Winfrey Show to talk about her experience 
and has since been an advocate for domestic violence causes herself.



Self Defence

At common law the defence of self-defence operates in three spheres. It

allows a person to use reasonable force to:

(a) Defend himself from an attack.

(b) Prevent an attack on another person, 

(c) Defend his property.

*In addition, s3(1) of the Criminal Law Act 1967 provides that:

“A person may use such force as is reasonable in the circumstances in the prevention of crime, or in effecting or assisting in 
the lawful arrest of offenders or suspected offenders or of persons unlawfully at large.”
Both the common law and statutory defences can be raised in respect of any crime with which the defendant is charged, 
and if successful will result in the defendant being completely acquitted. However, if a defendant uses excessive
force this indicates that he acted unreasonably in the circumstances. There will therefore be no valid defence, and the 
defendant will be liable for the crime.



Self defence

• The amount of force that can be used in self-defence, defence of another or in 
the prevention of crime is set out in s.76 of the Criminal Justice and 
Immigration Act 2008.

• In deciding whether the force used is reasonable in the circumstances :

a) That a person acting for a legitimate purpose may not be able to weigh to a 
nicety the exact measure of necessary action; and

a) That evidence of a person’s having only done what the person honestly and 
instinctively thought was necessary for a legitimate purpose constitutes strong 
evidence that only reasonable action was Taken by that person for that 
purpose.



Excessive force 

• The amount  of force used to defend oneself or another must be 
reasonable.

• If the force used is excessive the defence will fail.

• Clegg (1995) Clegg was a soldier on duty in Northern Ireland. A car 
came towards him at the checkpoint he was manning and sped with 
its headlights on full beam. One of the soldiers with Clegg shouted for 
the car to stop, it did not. Clegg fired 3 shots at the car and a further 
shot as the car passed him, the final shot hit and killed a passenger 
in the back of the car. Clegg could not use self-defence as a  defence 
as evidence showed that the car had gone past him by the time he 
fired the last shot so there was no danger when he fired the shot –
the force was excessive and his murder conviction was upheld.

• In 1999 Clegg’s case was sent back to the Court of Appeal by the 
CCRC – his conviction was quashed as new evidence cast doubt as 
to whether Clegg actually fired the fatal shot. 



Case R v Rose (1884) 15 Cox 540

Where the defendant who had shot dead his father whilst the latter 
was launching a murderous attack on the defendant’s mother, 



R v Scarlett [1994] Crim LR 288:

R v Scarlett – The defendant, a publican, sought to eject a drunk person from his premises. The drunk 

person made it clear that he was not going to leave voluntarily. The defendant believed that the deceased 

was about to strike him and so he put his arms around the drunk person’s body, pinning his arms to his

sides. He took him outside and placed him against the wall of the lobby. The drunk person fell backwards 

down a flight of five steps, struck his head and died.



R v Bird [1985] 1 WLR 816

The defendant had been slapped and pushed by a man. She was 
holding a glass in her hand at the time and she had hit out at the man 
in self-defence without realising that she still held the glass. The man 
died with a fatal cut to the neck.



AC1.2 
The Social Construction of 

Criminality

How do the media & campaigns contribute to the 
Social Construction of ‘Criminality’?



Assessment criteria
Assessment Criteria Content Amplification

AC1.2 Explain the social 

construction of criminality

Social construction

 How laws change from culture 
to culture

 How laws change over time

 How laws are applied 
differently according to 
circumstances in which actions 
occur

 Why laws are different 
according to place, time and 
culture

Synoptic links:
Learners should understand how 

media and campaigns for change 

contribute to social constructions 

of criminality and unreported 

crime



Changes from culture to culture - greetings



How laws change from 
culture to culture

• Different cultures view crimes differently even at the same point 
in time.

• Over seven billion people live in more than 240 countries and 
territories.

• Within each country and territory, people interact in various 
ways. The rules that apply to these interactions are found in the 
law.

• Since each country governs its own people, its laws apply only 
within its borders.

• There are many acts which are considered both illegal and 
deviant in the UK however some are a social norm in other 
cultures and vice versa.



• Ever since 50 Cent was arrested for swearing on stage in the Caribbean (St. Kitts prohibits the use of profanity in public), we've been wondering what 
other countries we could accidentally get in trouble in.

• Parliament's famous Salmon Act of 1986 states that it's illegal to hold a salmon under suspicious circumstances. Sounds fishy, but it's true.

• When heading to Singapore, leave the Juicy Fruit at home and pop a breath mint instead. Among the lengthy list of items that aren't allowed to be 
imported into Singapore is chewing gum, a rule enforced in order to keep public spaces clean. An exception is made for dental or nicotine gum

• Celebs in Denmark would be screwed, since the country has official child naming guidelines. If you want to name your baby something other than the 
7,000 approved names, you need to get approval from the government. Sorry North, Apple, Blue Ivy

• Bikers may not lift feet from pedals, as it might result in a loss of control. This practical law was created in 1892 as a way to protect riders. However, no 
hands is still fair game.

• The Swiss kindly ask you not to hike in the nude. In fact, Swiss canton Appenzell was the first to ban the indecent act after a naked German man 
walked past a family picnicking in the Alps in 2009.

• A fine of up to $700 is in store for anyone who feeds the pigeons in Venice's St. Mark's Square. The city banned the practice, citing the birds as a
health hazard, and as bad for the monuments.

• The city of Petrolia in Ontario has a law that limits excessive noise. The rule states that no yelling, shouting, whistling or singing is allowed at any time.

• If you own any chickens in Quitman, Georgia, it's illegal to let them cross the road. Simply put, the law essentially wants owners to have their chickens 
under control at all times.

• Leave your stilettos at home if you're planning on sightseeing around Greece's historic cities. High heels are illegal at certain ancient monuments 
because they can damage them, and because they often threaten preservation efforts

• So the law no longer states Napoleon specifically, but instead says that it's illegal to offend the heads of state by naming your pig after them. As of 
2013 it's no longer a criminal offence, but you'd better stick with the name Wilbur if you want to avoid charges from the country's strict slander and 
defamation laws.

• Hitting 100 on the autobahn is a thrilling feeling, but you'd best keep an eye on the road and the other on the needle. Running out of gas on the 
motorway will lead to fines— basically, you should have known better and planned ahead, like any self respecting German.

• You can't pee in the ocean in Portugal, though we can't confirm or deny that anyone has ever been caught. Still, out of respect for your fellow 
beachgoers, just hold it, okay?

• It's a bit counter intuitive, but Down Under getting patrons too drunk at the pub is met with heavy fines.

• In 2001, Phnom Penh governor Chea Sophara banned the sale and import of all water guns, fearing they would cause social unrest during Khmer New 
Year celebrations.

http://www.businessinsider.com/50-cent-was-arrested-for-swearing-at-a-caribbean-concert-2016-6
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1986/62/section/32
http://statutes.agc.gov.sg/aol/search/display/view.w3p;ident=d839c9e5-f614-47b2-9974-0688dc2f6e74;page=0;query=DocId:"125e649f-9e18-4cd1-9950-619cd8e2e0a1" Status:inforce Depth:0;rec=0#legis
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/10/08/world/europe/08iht-danes.html?_r=2&
https://books.google.com/books?id=y457SKdxBjgC&q=feet#v=snippet&q=pedal&f=false
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-15785219
http://edition.cnn.com/2009/TRAVEL/getaways/02/05/new.in.italy/index.html
http://www.readersdigest.ca/travel/canada/13-strange-canadian-laws-you-never-knew-existed/2/
http://cjonline.uc.edu/resources/news/5-weird-laws-and-why-theyre-still-on-the-books/
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=104239042
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/jul/25/insulting-french-president-criminal-offense
http://www.welt.de/motor/news/article108882111/Ratgeber-Liegen-bleiben-ohne-Sprit.html
http://www.usatoday.com/story/dispatches/2013/05/15/weird-foreign-laws/2160015/
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industry/liquor-gaming/liquor/compliance-licensees/fines-penalties/irresponsible-service-alcohol
https://www.cambodiadaily.com/archives/once-again-city-forbids-sale-of-water-guns-sale-use-30417/


Laws in UAE

• For Married People Only

• As you may or may not know, it is illegal in the UAE to have sexual 
relations with someone you are not married to. It doesn’t matter if 
you have just met your partner a week ago or if you have been with 
them for 20 years, if you want to share your bed with them you better 
do it secretly (or not at all). This also extends to co-habitation. You 
may have lived with your partner before you came to the Emirates 
together, but as far as the police is concerned, you better get your 
own place. Some emirates are stricter than others, but the minimum 
jail time for this is one year, usually followed by deportation.



• Keep It Decent

• Of course, it’s not a problem to hold your spouse’s hand in public or 
give them an innocent peck on the cheek. However, passionate 
kissing and touching should be reserved for your private space only. 
You should be aware that disrespectful behaviour, even if it is not 
sexual, can get you in a lot of trouble quickly. This includes showing 
the finger and other inappropriate gestures, as well as foul language 
and spitting. 



• The UAE, including Dubai which is known as a party hub, have rather strict 
alcohol law. Only restaurants and bars with a proper license (usually those 
attached to a four- or five-star hotel) can serve alcohol and, of course, you 
are allowed to drink as much as you wish there. However, drunken 
behaviour in public is not allowed and if the alcohol makes you feel 
particularly romantic, you should switch to water or soft drinks before you 
get yourself into trouble.

• Keep in mind that you need a license to buy and transport alcohol, or store 
it in your house. Strictly speaking, this is even necessary to consume 
alcohol in the first place. Applying for a license is not that difficult but it has 
to get renewed annually and is tied to the emirate in which it was issued. 
Your Dubai license will therefore not grant you the right to buy drinks in 
Abu Dhabi



Deviance Topic Test 

• Answer all questions. 1. Edna and Sidney are neighbours. Edna is obsessed with cats and has 40 of 
them in her house. She has lived in poverty for many years. Sidney is a wealthy, elderly punk 
rocker who always dresses in punk rocker clothes and styles his hair in a spiked multi-coloured 
mohawk. He also regularly illegally downloads music and plays it at high volume late at night. 
Edna and Sidney intensely dislike each other and regularly argue. Edna complains about the music 
and Sidney calls Edna ‘a crazy old woman’. Many of their neighbours shout abuse at Edna saying 
she is mad and needs locking up. Edna has never complained to the police about this. One night 
she found graffiti on her door saying ‘mad woman’. When she heard Sidney’s music she went to 
his house armed with a kitchen knife, and stabbed him in the heart. He died shortly after the 
attack. 

(a) (i) Describe what is meant by the term ‘deviance’. [3]

(b) (ii) Using examples from the scenario, explain behaviour that could be described as criminal, 
deviant, or both. [5]

(c) (b) Explain how fear may have prevented Edna from reporting the name calling and the loud 
music to the police. [2] 

(d) With reference to examples, analyse how laws change due to time, place and culture. [9] 


